aeroplain: the wind-up bird chronicles

This album has been written for and inspired by the English version of the book
by the Japanese author Haruki Murakami (村上春樹) called ‘The Wind-up Bird
Chronicle’ (ねじまき鳥クロニクル). Each tune corresponds to a different section
of this book, but of course, you don’t have to have read the book in order to
enjoy the music.

208. the wind-up bird theme..........................................................6:32 · 129bpm
(There is no excerpt from the book here. It’s just the theme… )
209. quiet..................................................................................... 6:17 · 70bpm
»The sharp sunshine of early summer dappled the surface of the alley with the
hard shadows of the branches that stretched overhead. Without wind to move
the branches, the shadows looked like permanent stains, destined to remain
imprinted on the pavement forever. No sounds of any kind seemed to penetrate
this place. I could almost hear the blades of grass breathing in the sunlight. A
few small clouds floated in the sky, their shapes clear and precise, like the
clouds in medieval engravings. I saw everything with such terrific clarity that
my own body felt vague and boundless and flowing... and hot!«

210. mr. wind-up bird......................................................................5:48 · 94bpm
»”Wind-up bird?” she asked, looking at me with her mouth open.
“What is that?”
“The bird that winds the spring,” I said. “Every morning. In the treetops. It
winds the world’s spring. Creeeak.”
She went on staring at me.
I sighed. “It just popped into my head,” I said. “And there’s more. The bird comes
over to my place every day and goes Creeeak in the neighbour’s tree. But nobody’s ever seen it.”
“That’s neat, I guess. So anyhow, you’ll be Mr. Wind-up Bird. It’s not very easy
to say, but it’s way better than Toru Okada.”«

211. kumiko.....................................................................................3:04 · -bpm
»But that morning Kumiko was gone. I drank my coffee and ate my toast alone,
in silence. An empty chair was all I had to look at. I looked and ate and thought
about the cologne that she had been wearing the morning before. I thought
about the man who might have given it to her. I thought about her lying in a
bed somewhere with him, their arms wrapped around each other. I saw his hands
caressing her naked body. I saw the porcelain of her back as I had seen it in the
morning, the smooth skin beneath the rising zip.«

212. music of words (the creta kano song).......................................6:11 · 85bpm
»I rested my elbows on the table and, without really intending to, found myself
thinking in vivid detail about Creta Kano’s naked body. She was sound asleep in
my bed. I thought about the time in my dream when I joined my body with hers as
she wore Kumiko’s dress. I still had a clear impression of the touch of her skin,
the weight of her flesh. Without a step-by-step investigation of that event, I
would not be able to distinguish the point at which the real ended and the unreal
took over.«
(“Music of Words” is also the title of a biography of Murakami written by Jay
Rubin)
213. reunion................................................................................. 4:43 · 93bpm
» When I got home, the cat came out to greet me. Just as I opened the front
door, he let out a loud meow as if he had been waiting all day and came up to
me, his tail with the bent tip held high. It was Noboru Wataya, missing now for
almost a year. I put the bag of groceries down and scooped him up in my arms.«

214. the well............................................................................... 4:36 · 125bpm
»I lower my bottom to the earth, lean my back against the concrete wall, grip
the bat between my knees, and close my eyes, listening to the sound of my
heart. There is no need for me to close my eyes, but I do it anyway. Closing the
eyes has its own significance, in darkness or otherwise. I take several deep
breaths, letting my body grow accustomed to this deep, dark, cylindrical space.
The smell here is the same as always, the feel of the air against my skin is the
same. The well was completely filled in for a time, but the air here is the same
as before. With its mouldy smell and its trace of dampness, the air smells exactly as it did when I first climbed inside. Down here there are no seasons. Not
even time exists.«

215. jellyfish from all around the world........................................ 5:43 · 130bpm
»I click on the symbol for sending text.
> I want you to tell me what you were most fascinated to see there.
Then I switch to Receive mode.
The answer comes back after a short, silent interval. It is a short answer.
> Jellyfish. Jellyfish from all around the world.
My question and the answer to it are lined up on the upper and lower halves of
the screen. I stare at them for a while.
> Jellyfish from all around the world.
It has to be Kumiko. The real Kumiko. That very fact, though, serves only to fill
me with pain. I feel as if my insides are being ripped out.«

216. a dangerous place.................................................................7:00 · 115bpm
»I eased out of my chair and started for the corridor by which I had entered the
lobby. I had to leave that place as soon as possible. I was not welcome there. I
had taken only a few steps when I turned to see that several of the people had
left their chairs and were coming after me. I sped up and cut straight across the
lobby for the corridor. I had to find my way back to Room 208. The inside of my
mouth was dry.«
217. goodbye, may kasahara......................................................... 6:08 · 110bpm
»The arc of the moon stayed over my head long after the train had left the
station, appearing and disappearing each time the train rounded a curve. I kept
my eyes on the moon, and whenever that was lost to sight, I watched the lights
of the little towns as they went past the window. I thought about May Kasahara,
with her blue woollen hat, alone on the bus taking her back to the factory in the
hills. Then I thought of the duck people, asleep in the grassy shadows somewhere. And finally, I thought of the world, that I was heading back to.«
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“Being Jazz is above all a style of living, of letting
chance guide one’s steps so as to catch a shooting
star, a way of actively developing an imagination
which always has room for improvisation and
curiosity, which compels one to listen to others,
to be open to them and to tell their story while
bringing out one’s own poetry.”
- Guy Le Querrec, photographer, member of Magnum

